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Modern Embedded Computing: Designing Connected, Pervasive, Media-Rich SystemsMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Modern embedded systems are used for connected, media-rich, and highly integrated handheld devices such as mobile phones, digital cameras, and MP3 players. All of these embedded systems require networking, graphic user interfaces, and integration with PCs, as opposed to traditional embedded processors that can perform only limited functions...
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Advanced Computing, Networking and Informatics- Volume 2: Wireless Networks and Security Proceedings of the Second International Conference on ... (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2014

	Advanced Computing, Networking and Informatics are three distinct and mutually exclusive disciplines of knowledge with no apparent sharing/overlap among them. However, their convergence is observed in many real world applications, including cyber-security, internet banking, healthcare, sensor networks, cognitive radio, pervasive computing...
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Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services: 15th International Conference, GECON 2018, Pisa, Italy, September 18–20, 2018, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11113))Springer, 2019

	
		
			This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 15th International Conference on the
		
			Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services (GECON 2018). GECON is a
		
			long-held conference that annually brings together economics and computer science
		
			researchers, with the ultimate aim of building a strong...
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Embedded, Everywhere: A Research Agenda for Networked Systems of Embedded ComputersNational Academy Press, 2001
Continued advances in information technologies are enabling a growing number of physical devices to be imbued with computingand communications capabilities. Aircraft, cars, household appliances, cellular telephones, and health monitoring devices all contain microprocessors that are being linked with other information processing devices. Such...
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Monitoring with GangliaO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		In 1999, I packed everything I owned into my car for a cross-country trip to begin my
	
		new job as Staff Researcher at the University of California, Berkeley Computer Science
	
		Department. It was an optimistic time in my life and the country in general. The economy
	
		was well into the dot-com boom and still a few years...
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Encyclopedia of Information Communication TechnologyIGI Global, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a comprehensive resource describing the influence of information communication technology in scientific knowledge construction and spreading, with emphasis on the roles of product technologies, process technologies, and context technologies.
A reference point for studies...
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World Class IT: Why Businesses Succeed When IT TriumphsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Prior to the 1970s, computer and electronics-based technology
	was hardly a pervasive part of our everyday lives. Automobiles
	were not yet computerized, fax machines were just taking off, and,
	significantly, the personal computer had yet to be popularized.
	Individuals who dreamed of a career in information technology
	departments were...
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Spent: Revive: Stop Feeling Spent and Feel Great AgainTouchstone, 2008

	From the doctor whose “extraordinary practice is at the vanguard of a revolutionary way to deliver medical care” (O, The Oprah Magazine), an easy program to restore energy and health.

	

	Do you feel unusually exhausted?

	Do you have trouble sleeping?

	Does your digestion bother you?

	Do...
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Developing Intranet Applications With JavaSams Publishing, 1996
 Networks aren't the same since the Java programming language and intranets burst onto the scene. A few years ago, no one had heard of the programming language named after the pervasive liquid that energizes millions. Today, not only is the Java programming language a buzzword in the computer industry, it is fueling a period of tremendous growth...
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Formal Aspects of Security and Trust: 7th International Workshop, FAST 2010Springer, 2011

	The present volume contains the proceedings of the seventh international workshop on Formal Aspects of Security and Trust (FAST 2010), held in Pisa, Italy, 16–17 September 2010, as part of the 8th IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering and Formal Methods (SEFM 2010).


	FAST aims to foster cooperation among...
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IPv6 for Enterprise Networks (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2011

	Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the next version of the protocol that is used for communication among devices of all types on the Internet. IPv6 has been in existence for many years, but recently the deployment of IPv6 has accelerated greatly in the enterprise. IPv6 has been under continuous development and is maturing as real-world...
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The Art and Science of NFC Programming (Information Systems, Web and Pervasive Computing Series: Intellectual Technologies Set)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Even if the NFC standard is young (developed in 2004), I have

	been asked to write this book for several years now, due to the

	pioneering role played in France (and in Europe) by our Computer

	Science Master’s degree MBDS (www.mbds-fr.org) at the University

	of Nice – Sophia-Antipolis around the prototyping of innovative...
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